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Message from the Guest Editor

Dear Colleagues,

Research has provided us with an increased understanding
of how similar human and nonhuman primates are with
regard to our behavioral, psychological, and affective
capabilities and needs. This knowledge has prompted
concerns about the use of nonhuman primates in
laboratory research where their welfare may be
compromised. However, robust research programs outside
of the laboratory, using non-invasive methods, continue to
provide important insights into the lives of nonhuman
primates.

Original manuscripts that address behavioral,
psychological, and affective research in nonhuman
primates in settings other than laboratories, such as in
sanctuaries or the wild, are invited for this special issue. In
particular, comprehensive reviews and research articles
using observational, survey, and non-coercive
experimental methods, are encouraged for submission.
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Message from the Editor-in-Chief

Animals is an on-line open access journal that was first
published in 2011. Animals adheres to rigorous peerreview
and editorial processes and publishes only high quality
manuscripts that address important issues in the many
varied disciplines that involve animals, with a focus on
animal science, animal welfare and animal ethics. Animals
is covered in the Science Citation Index Expanded (SCIE) in
Web of Science, with the latest Impact Factor: 3.0 (2022,
ranks 12 /62 (Q1) in ‘Agriculture, Dairy & Animal Science’;
13/143 (Q1) in ‘Veterinary Sciences’), 5-Year Impact Factor:
3.2.
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